Surface Tension
n – Interm
molecular Forcee
Intermo
olecular Forcce: Every molecule attraccts other molecules towaards it, with a force which
h is short
ranged force. The maximum
m
distance up to which on
ne moleculee can attractt other is known as
i of the ordeer of 10‐7 cm.
Molecular range. It is
It can bee divided into
o two:
(i) Cohessive force: The
T force of attraction
a
beetween two same
s
types of
o moleculess such as two
o water
molecules or two glaass moleculees is known as
a cohesive force.
f
(ii) Adhe
esive force: The
T force of attraction beetween two different typ
pes of moleccules is know
wn as
adhesivee force.
Sphere of influence
e: Let us con
nsider any molecules
m
witthin the liqu
uid with thatt molecule as
a center
w can imagiine a sphere. The molecu
ules which lie outside the sphere
and mollecular rangee as radius we
being att a distance,, greater thaan the moleecular range can’t attracct the centraal molecule,, but the
molecules which liee within the imaginary sphere beingg within the molecular range can atttract the
m
Heence this imaaginary spheere is known as sphere off influence fo
or that mole
ecule. For
central molecule.
every molecule we can
c imagine a sphere of influence.
i
Let us no
ow find the resultant
r
coh
hesive force on a molecu
ule
Case I: Consider
C
a molecule
m
welll below the free surface
e of the liquiid so that itss sphere of influence
i
filled up
p with the liquid moleculees.

Since the molecules are symmettrically distributed aboutt the center hence
h
the co
ohesive force
es due to
diametrically opposite moleculees will cancel out in pairs and hencee the resultant cohesive force on
that molecule is zero
o.
Case II: Let us now
w consider a molecule on
o or near free
f
surface,, the spheree of influencce is not
complettely filled witth the liquid molecules and obviouslyy the resultant cohesive fforce can’t be
b zero.
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molecular Forcee

Resolving th
he cohesive forces into two
t
mutuallly perpendiccular directio
on
along parallel and perp
pendicular to
o the surfacce of the liq
quid it can be
b
pendicular to
o the surfacce
shown thatt the resultaant cohesivee force perp
along inward direction.

uid moleculees which lie well below the free surface are freee from any resultant
Conclusion: The liqu
urface are no
ot free but bounded
cohesivee force, but the molecules which liee on or nearr the free su
with thee liquid surface by a resultant downw
ward force pe
erpendicularr to the liquid
d surface.
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